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Asteroid 1986 DA: Radar Evidence for a 
Metallic Composition 

Schoes fiom the near-Earth object 1986 DA show it to 
kc significantly more reflective than other radar-detect- 
ed asteroids. This result supports the hypcthesis that 
1986 DA is a piece of NiFe metal derived fiom the 
kterior of a much larger object that melted, ditt'erenti- 
~ted,  cooled, and subsequently was disrupted in a cata- 
s-rophic collision. This 2-kilometer asteroid, which ap- 
Fears smooth at centimeter to meter scales but extremely 
irregular at 10- to 100-meter scales, might be (or have 
been a part of) the parent body of some iron meteorites. 

EAR-EARTH ASTEROIDS, LIKE METEORITES, ARE THOUGHT 
to come primarily from mainbelt asteroids (1, 2). The 
relations among meteorites, near-Earth asteroids (NEAs), 

I mainbelt asteroids (MBAs), and comets are central to our under- 

/ srmding of conditions in the primitive solar nebula, planetary 

i' S. J. Ostro and K. D. Rosema are at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute 
ofTechnology, Pasadena, CA 91109. D. B .  Campbell is at the National Astronomy and 
Ionosphere Center, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853'. J .  F. Chandler and I. I. 
Shapiro are at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge, MA 

j 02138. A. A. Hine is at the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, Box 995, ' Arecibo, PR 00613. R. S. Hudson is in the ~iectrical and Computer Engineering i Dipamnent, Washington Sratc Unirenity, Pullman, WA 99164. 

fcrmztion, the collisional evolution of the asteroid belt, and the 
delivery of small bodies into Earth-crossing orbits. As compositions 
of asteroids bear directly on these issues, much astronomical effort is 
devoted to obtaining and interpreting information about asteroid 
mineralogy. Many NEAs and MBAs have been classified on the bs i s  
of their photometric colors and albedos. Visible-infrared (VIS-IR) 
reflectance spectra have established important mineralogical charac- 
teristics that limit the set of plallsible meteorite analogs for the most 
populous classes (3-7). For example, C asteroids contain hydrated 
silicates, carbon, organics, and opaques and are analogous to  CI1 
and CM2 carbonaceous chondrites. The S asteroids contain pyrox- 
ene, olivine, and NiFe metal, and probably correspond to stony iron 
meteorites or ordinary chondrites or both. The M asteroids contain 
NiFe nletal or assemblages of enstatite and NiFe metal or a 
combination of both, and probably correspond to iron meteorites or 
enstatite chondrites or both. 

Iron and stony iron meteorites are igneous assemblages derived 
from differentiated parent bodies, whereas chondrites are relatively 
primitive, undifferentiated assemblages, so the different candidate 
meteoritic analogs to the M and S classes have disparate cosrnogonic 
implications. Radar observations can probe asteroid-nletcorite rela- 
tions because metal concentration influences radar reflectivity dra- 
matically and iron and stony iron meteorites are much more metallic 
than chondrites. Only nvo M NEAs, 1986 DA and 3554 h u n  
(1986 EB), have been identified (8, 9). We report radar observa- 
tions of 1986 DA that constrain this object's physical properties, 
and we argue that it is mineralogically similar to iron meteorites. 
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years. Over longer time scales, 1986 DA's orbit might intersect the 
orbit of Ear thas  a consequence of secular pert&bations by the 

Table 1. The orbit of asteroid 
1986 DA. These osculating orbital Epoch: 1986 Mar. 31.0 TDT = 
elemrnts are based on analys~s of the JD 2446520.5 
combined radar and opt~>al astro- 
metric data, and arc referred to the 
mean ecliptic 2nd rqu;noa nf 
B1950.0. Our ertimate of standard 
error in each of these elements is 
about I in the last decimal place 

Semimajor axis, a 
Eccentricity. P 

Inclination, i 
120ngirude of 

ascending node, - 
shown. based in part on a coipari- .IL 

son of solutions using different sets of 126.7040" 
of planetay ephemerides. The mean perihelion, 
motion and period are basrd on the Mean anomall', hf 358.41 17" 
orbit solution and averaged over the Mean 0.2085" Per 
50-year span starting in 1986. day 

Period 4.728 y e ~ r  

Observations. 1986 DA was discovered by M. Kizawa (10) at 
Shizuoka, Japan, on 16  February 1986. T w o  months later, we 
observed it with the Arecibo Observatoq's 2380-MHz (13-cm) 
radar. Our  experimental techniques were essentially the same as 
those used in other asteroid radar investigations (1 1-14). During 18 
to  20 April we did "cw" runs, in which we transmitted an 
unmodulated, continuous wave and measured the distribution of  
echo power as a function of frequency. The resultant echo spectra 
can be thought of as one-dimensional images, or brightness scans, 
across 1985 D,4 through a slit parallel to  the asteroid's appzrt-nt s?in 
vector. We devoted 2 1  April to  "ranging1 runs, in which a time- 
coded wave form was transmitted and the distribution of echo 
power in time delay and Doppler frequency was measured. D i l r i ~ g  
18 to  21 April the asteroid's distance, right ascension, and dcclina 
tion changed little, from (0.207 AU, 12.0 h, 18") to  (0.21 0 Ai :, 
12.2 h, 16"). Each dafs observing window was 1.3 h to 4.1 h U T C  
(coordinated universal time). 

Each run involved transmission for 3.5 min (the round-tr~p light 
;imc to thc asteroid) fbllowcd by reception of' cchocs for a si~i-ilar 
period. The transmission was circularly polariwd, and echoes were 
received simultaneously in che same circular polarization as trans- 
mitted (the SC sense) and in the opposite (OC) sense. 1985 DA's 
apparent radial motion intruduced a continuously changing Dopp- 
ler shift into tht- echoes, but we avoidcd spectral smear by tuning the 
reccivt-r according to  an ephemeris based o n  an orbit detcrmined 
from optical observations of the astcroid. 

Optical light clinres obtained within a fen. weeks of the radar 
o b s e ~ a t i o n s  indicatc a \raluc for thc apparent rotation peric)d. I'. 
\:.ithjn 0.1 hour oi' 3.S hours 1 15). C;onlparisc)ils :)t' ccho spc-ci-rz 
from 18 to 21 April support that value. Our  o b s e ~ a t i o n s ,  which 
spanned -2.5 hours on each date, yielded a total of 65  useful nins 
( 5 7  cw plus 8 ranging), that individually span 6" of rotation phase 
and collectively provide thorough phase coverage (Fig. 1 ) .  

Orbit  determination. We derived an orbit for 1986 DA and 
searched for future close approaches using the radar delay-Doppler 
results in combination with all of the available optical astrometric 
data (Table 1) .  During the apparition in 1986, the asteroid ap- 
proached Eurth to within 0.21 AU, which is nearly as close as 
possible in the present state of its orbital evolution because the 
asteroid's perihelion roughly coincided with its opposition. A siniilar 
approach vriU occur in 2038, but no other approaches closer than 0.6 
AU will occur until then. In  that the asteroid's orbit crosses that of 
Mars, extremely close approaches are possible benvrcn those nbro 
bod~cs, but none closer than 0.2 "iU will occur in the next centu?. 

Perhaps the most interesting fraturc o T  1986 1)A's present orbit is 
that its period is {vithin 1 percent o i a  5 : 2  reronance with Jupiter. 
~ ~ h i i l i  is cornpurahle to thc c1:)seness of Jupiter's period to th,n 512 
:csoi~~ilcc \~.ith Saturn. Kahil cr a / .  (;ti! ilc!nonrraccd th2; :;:~c-h 
zsrcri~id orbits arc cha<i;ic;iili. ;;n\rah1c or! iimc 5;:alc; : r t  10" ::, ;?; 

planets, and for this reason 1986 DA is referred to  as an Earth- 
crossing asteroid (1 7). 

Shape and suriacc structure. T l ~ c  bandwid~li B uf an asteroid's 
instantaneous echo power spectnim is related to the breadth DSi, 
(measured normal to  the line o f  sight) of the asteroid's pole-on 
silhouette by B = ( 4 7 ~  D,,, cos 6)/(U), where P is the apparent 
rotation period, 6 is the angle between the asteroid's equatorial 
plane and the radar line of sight, and h is the radar wavelength. 
Measurements of echo edge frequencies as functions of  rotation 
phase can be used to  estimate the convex envelope, or  "hull," of  the 
pole-on silhouette as well as the offset -f,, of the frequency of 
hypothetical echoes from the asteroid's center of mass (COLM) from 
the ephemeris prediction. (The hull can be thought of as the shape 
of a rubber band stretched around that silhouette.) The COM's 
locatior. in projection within the hull and the Fourier series expan- 
sion of the hull's shape depend onf,,, which is treated as a free 
parameter in the least-squares estimation (18). Application of  pro- 
cedures described in those references t o  our echo spectra yielded the 
hull estimate in Fig. 1A. The apparently modest elongation of thc 
hull, 1.4 ? 0.2, is consistent with the ratio of brightness extrema ir. 
optical light curves. However, as illustrated in Fig. lB ,  the data1> 
noise level precludes high-precision estimation of the hull's detaile; 
shape, thzr is, the curvature of the hull's approuching limb as : 
function nf roration phase. 

The C1Z and S C  weighted sums of our cw echo spectra are show17 
in Fig. ?.A. 1986 DA's SC/OC ratio (kc = 0.09 ? 0.02) indicates 
that the cchoes are almost entirely due to  single reflections fror- 
surfact- elements that are smooth at scales of centimeters to  meters. 
However, pronounced variations in the O C  spectral signature as ;- 
function of rotation phase (Fig. 2B) indicate that the asteroid': 
surface possesses extreme structural complexity at 10- to 100-P 
scales. Fur example, bimodal spcctra occur within nvo phase intc: 
vals roughly one half of a rotation apart, which is the signature 

hull , 
I 
I I 

Fig. 1. Rotatio~~ phases of 1986 liA obsenl~tions ~ I I L  the estimate of  :.:. 

asteroid's hull. (A) Phases of cw and raiging runs (light and dark radial i:.;. 
segments), based un 1' = 3.50 h and phase origi:~ at 1986 April 21.75 1-77,. 
The line segment for any given run givza the radar's orientatjor: with resp:: 
to the hull. Lengths of lines are proportioilal to backgl-ourd noise levcl 2-ni 

their variation rcflects the zenith-angle drpendrnce of the Arecibo tclescc~p:~. 
sensitivit).. Thr convex hull can be thought of as thr shape of a mbbc; h;:!. 
stretched around the asteroid's polr-on silhoucrte. The central dot is i ' ' .  

asteroid's projected center of mass. (B) Sin~ulations designrd to cxp1or.c ::: 
accuracy of cstilnates of 1986 D.4.s hu!l. Thc dotted profile is the truc ilu!' 
an ellipsoidal (convex) model asteroid anci the rolid curvcs a r c  csrlnx:: 
dcrived from simulated echu spectra contaminated with noise. Llncc~-ra!:i:: 
thc c\tir:iatc of' ! 986 0h.s hull 15 indicated graphically by thc d~rycr..~ J: 

rhc- si~iii! ;irr\.e ~bour tiic dc~ttcli ellipse. as In IK , .  



Fig. 2. [ A J  Weigl~rcil sums of c:? A 
ccho spectra  brained tor iVXh 11.4 ; . 3  ; weignied mean ii: rhc OC ~ n d  SC: p~!l~ir~z. i t ion 
(soli~i ~ n d  dotted curvc.;, respec- 1 2.4 km2 
:ivc!v). Echo poT,vcr, in squarc I 

kilometers of r2li.x cross bcction per I 

2-Hz frequency bin., is plotted kcr- 1 
sus frequency; o i i7.  u ~ r r e s p o ~ l d ,  tu 1 --+,. A 
hypothetical cchocs from the Jster- 
i d  center o f  J S  1 v i a  
bar at ti-le vrigin ~ridicates 1 1  s x n -  ..BO 0 60 
dard deviation ofrhl: recciver noise. 
(BJ Weighted s1lr.i; :;f OC spectra in 16 inciepcndent g ~ o u p s  that covsr 
different Interv;l!s of ror;ition piuse. Lahcls give weighted m e m  phase. 
approximate p h ~ s c  rangr, and OC radnr c r o n  section in square kilometerr. 

expected for a target with a bifurcated mass distribution (12). The 
remaining spectra are unimodal; some dre fairly symmetrical and 
centered within the band occupied by the echoes in Fig. 2A, whereas 
others occupy primarily the left or right side of that b u d .  The eight 
delay-Doppler images (Fig. 3 )  show similarly complex behavior, 
with the locations of the peaks of the echo jumping around in range 
as ivcll as frequency. The i~vcrall pattern in Figs. 2 ~ n d  3 indicates 
c l i~ t  1986 lid\'.\ sI1.1~t. is c~~:~-c:~i;cl~~ irre3~1i.i~. liigl~lv ~ ~ o ~ ~ c o n v c s .  ~ n d  
possibly bihrcated. 

S h  and  radar reflectivity. How big is 1986 DA? This question 
is important because thc asteroid's composition is constrained by the 
radar albedo, 6,,, = u,,JApr<,,, with u,, the object's radar cross 
section and A,,,j its apparent projected area. The object's dimen- 
sions are bounded by the delay-Doppler extent of its radar echoes as 
follows. First, the range extent of echoes in the eight-run sum (Fig. 
3 )  is 1.8 i 0.6 km. The hrthest  portions of the asteroid return no 
echoes because they face away from the radar, so the asteroid's full 
range extent is larger than that seen by the radar by an anlount that 
depends on the asteroid's shape, scattering properties, and orienta- 
tion. Second, the hull estimation yields values of [(1.4, 1.6, 1.9) i 
0.31 km/(cos S) for the minimum, mean, and maximum breadths of 
the asteroid's pole-on silhouette. The hull's area is (1.9 + 0.7) 
km2,'(cos%), that is, the hull's areal diameter is D = (4 A,,, /IT)'" 

= (1.5 i 0.3) h / ( c o s  6) .  
The radar view was probably at least several tens ofciegrres from 

pole-on because the range distribution of echo power (Fig. 3 )  is a 
rapidly changing function of rotation phase. In vieu u i  d ~ e  hull's 
modest elongation, the high amplitudes of optical light curves (15j 
taken at solar phase angles -32" during the week of the radar 
observations also argue for an orientation at least severa! tens of 
degrees from pole-on (19). Accordingly, we adopt 60" as an upper 
boLnd on 6. The corresponding upper bound bn the hull's areal 
diameter is 3.0 km. 1986 DA's pole-on silhouette presumably 
contains concavities, so its areal diameter presumably is smqller than 
the hull's. 

Might the radar view have been nearly equatorial (6 - O")? If so, 
then the hull's range extent during the three ranging experiments 
centered on phase 104" would have been 1.4 i 0.3  km, which is less 
chan the range extent of echoes observed in those runs (Fig. 3) .  
However, given the coarseness of our range resolution, an equato- 
rial view cannot bc ruled out. 

Apart from the radar rauit3, che only other corsuaint on 1986 DA's 
iize is the areal diameter estimate, D = 2.3 ? 0.1 h i ,  obtained by 
Tcdesco and Gradit. ( 8 )  from disc-integrated, 0.36- to 2 0 - ~ m  
observations made during the 1986 apparition. The quoted error 
reflects only the measurements' precision; uncertainties involving 
the nature of the thermophysical model are at least several times 
greater (20). 

Given the available information, we feel that a "safe" interval 
zctimate of 1986 DA's areal diameter is 1 .7  I D 5 2.9 km. Our 

estinlate of the asteroid's radar crosb section is a,,, = 2.4 km2. 
Whereas the absolute calibration of thc Arecibo tclescopc's sensitiv- 
ity is known to -35 percent, relative uncertainties applicable to thc 
target-to-target comparibons of interest here are -15 percent; thus 
our inter,-al estimate for 1986 L7A's radar albedo is 0.3 1 5 &,,L 5 
1.2. Hawever, in order to consider the compositional implications 
of 1986 P h ' s  radar albedo, we find it desirable to comparc albedos 
of mlny asteroids whose sizes arc currendv constrained better from 
the:;?,al r'ldionetry than from radar. Therefore, we rely csclusivclv 
on albedos based on radiometrically determined sizes (for example, 
0.58 foi 1986 DA) to try to minimize systematic errors in the 
rc!ative dbedo estimates discussed below. 

Metal abundance and meteoritic association. The estimatc of 
1986 DA's radar dbedo is much larger than those of other 
radar-detected asteroids (Table 2 and Fig. 4) .  Let us interpret this 
resu!t ir? the context of the electrical properties of plausible meteorite 
andogs to those asteroids in order to constrain 1956 DA's miner- 
alogy. Kecall that analogs to ILI asteroids like 1986 DA are irons and 
enstatite IE)  chondrites, whercas analogs to S asteroids arc stony 
irons and ordinan chondrites (Table 3) .  The Fresnel powcr- 
reflection coefficient at normal incidence, R, increases with metal 
concentrarion so that irons and stony irons are more reflective than 
chondrites, and solid meteorites are more reflective than powdered 
meteorites (Fig. 4C). Thus an asteroid covered with a substantial 
"regolith" of porous, unconsolidated, fragmental debris would be 
less reflective than if its surface were exposed bedrock. Models of 
regolith formation (21) predict that 1- to 10-h-diameter  "weak" 
asteroids, possessing internal strength comparable to that of loose 
regolith, develop regoliths centimeters to meters in thickness, 
whereas asteroids as strong as basalt maintain much thinner coat- 
ings. The radar absorption length in dry, powdered rocks is about 
ten wavelengths (221, so a regolith more than 1 m thick would 
"hide" underlying bedrock from the radar. A much thinner regolith 
can act similarly if it has a density gradient that matches the 
bedrock's impedance to that of free spJie, or if it has stratific~tions 
containing lossy layers that create certain resonance effects (23). 

For targets with low pc, the albedo can be thought of as the 
product of R and a gain factor G that depends on  the target's shape 
at scales greater than or  equal to  X. Asteroids as large as the 
radar-detected mainbelt objects ( D  2 100 kmj are expected to be 
covered with regoliths more than 15 m thick (21). In light of 
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expectations about  such objects' shapes and surface-slope distribu- 
tidns, G is probably within a few tens of  percent o f  unity (24) ,  so  c?,, 
is a reasonable first approximation t o  R. For  dry, powdered mixtures 
of  meteoritic minerals, R depends almost linearly o n  bulk density. 
Hence R for any given mineral assemblage is a nearly linear function 
of  porosity (Fig. 4C). For  example, the highest M B A  albedo, for the  
M asteroid 16 Psyche, is consistent with a metallic regolith having a 
porosity (-0.55) typical o f  lunar soil, n,hereas the M asteroid 
97 Klotho's albedo is compatible with either a rather low-porosity, 

Table 2. Asteroid radar cross sections u,,, diapeters D, radar albedos 6,,  
and SCiOC ratios. Albedos are calculated from the diameters and the 
radar cross sections listed here. All of the radar cross sections and SCiOC 
ratios were measured by the authors at Arecibo (24, 30) except for 1566 
Icarus (31). For lcarus and 97  Klotho, no SC data were talien. Relative 
uncertainties in Arecibo estimates of u,,, are -15 percent. MBA albedos 
use Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS! radiometric diameters (32). 
Fractional standard errors in MBA diameter estimates are typically -5 
percent. The relative uncertainty in MBA albedo estimates is probably 
-20 percent. As discussed in (33, 34), radiometric diameters are normally 
based on either a "standard" or "nonstandard" thermal model, or some 
hybrid of these two lunds of models. All of the MRA diameters reported 
here are standard model values. For NEAs, we use the radiometric 
diameter (4, 34) corresponding to the thermal model providing the best 
match to the available V1S-1R ohsenrations 135). All of the NEA 
diameters are standard model results except for five objects. as follows. 
For 1685 Toro, neither thermal model provides an acceptable fit to the 
\TS-IR data, and we adopt the radar result (13). For 3757 (I982 );B), 
neither thermal model is judged preferable, and we adopt the mean of !he 
standard and nonstandard model diameters (0.5 and 0.7 km, respectively). 
Nonstandard model diameters are used for 1580 Bemiia, 210n Ra- 
Shalom, and 3199 Nefertiti. For the NEAs in this table, nonstandard 
diameters average -50% larger than standard model diameters. 

CEK 
PAL 
AST 
HLB 
I RI 
FLO 
MET 
LT1 C 
1'SY 
i- <, P, 
1)AI' 
SAP 
KLO 
IUE 
VIB 
LIG 
I'EK 
EKA 

ERO 
GAIN 
IC A 
BET 
GEC) 
I\'A 
TOR 
APO 
SIS 
QCE. 
RAS 
h'EF 
1982 YAK 
1986 !>A 

M a i n  belt asteroids (AnIBB4r) 
C 33000 913 
C 21000 523 
S 2400 125 
S 4300 192 
S 5900 203 
S 1500 141 
S 3500 203 
S 2100 117 
M 1400 264 
\ ~320ci ZZ 1 
( 2900 182 
S 650 82 

M 1100 87 
C 1300 162 
C 1800 146 
C 1800 135 
C 1600 99 
C 61 0 93 

Near-Earth ncferoids (NEAs) - - S / 3 22 
S 75 38.5 
S 0.1 0.9 
C 3.9 7.4 
5 0.9 2.0 
S 7.5 8.1 
S 1.6 3.3 
Q 0.2 1.5 
S t; 8.2 
S 0.02 0.5 
C, 0.8 2.4 
S ! .1 2.1 
S 0.OiS 0.6 
hl 2.4 2.3 

E-chondritic regolith o r  a rather high-porosity, metallic regolith. 
F o r  the smaller, more  irregularly shaped NEAs, G might be a 

strong function o f  orientation and cause radar cross sections t o  vary 
much more  dramatically than A,,,,, as the object rotates. Severe 
variation in a,, with rotation phase is in fact seen for 1986  D A  (Fig. 
2B) .  N E A  albedos derived from observations with thorough rota- 
tion-phase coverage might tend t o  "average out" variations in G ,  bu t  
possibly no t  enough t o  justi$ treating kc,, as an approximation t o  R. 
In  any event, we  argue that 1 9 8 6  DA's large albedo relative t o  those 
of  S NEAs strongly favors its identification with irons rather than 
with E chondrites, as follon~s.  

If  S NEAs  are stony irons [a hypothesis defended by mineralogical 
interpretations of  reflectance spectra for several large S MBAs (5 ) ]  
and 1986 D A  is E chondritic, then w e  would expect 1986  D A  to be 
roughly 7 0  percent as bright as S NEAs with  similar regolith 
properties. If  S NEAs are ordinary chondritic and 1986 D A  is 
E chondritic, w e  would expect 1986 D A  t o  be about  5 0  percent 
brighter than "typical" S NEAs. However,  1986  1)A is about  three 
times morc  reflective than the average S N E A  and about  four to ten 
times more  reflective than the three radar-detected S NEAs that  are 

Fig. 3. Radar images of  1986 ]>A. The top two rows show images from tht. 
eight ranging NnS taken at rotation phases indicated in the !abels here an*.: 
also in Fig- I .  Time dela!.. c!r range, increases fi-om top to hortom an<! 
iicqucncy increases from ieft to right. i'he rcsolurion bins nrr defined !.: 
constant-delay planes normal to rhc line of sig!lr and c:):~atanr-frequens 
planes parallel t r ~  thc planc rhar conrains horh rli: ralgrr', appJrenr ski! 
vector and the radar. Brightness is proporriot~al n) C?i; r c t ~ o  power. Eacli 
square frame has a verrical cstcnr of 5.0 km aiid r'. hori~.o:ii.ll cxicnt of .i.Il 
I;v/(cos 8 ) .  'The \gerrical arrow at rhc bottoin of cach frame i:ldicnrcs r!i: 
COM fiequenc!., as iirrcrrnincd koln thr hl~!l c.,tinia:ic)n. 'l'i:ai csic:~laci:-:; 
I-ielded an oflis. f , ,  = -9.3 l iz,  0t':he COhl fieclucnc~, ii-om ciic c~+,t .~ner: .  
predictio!;. Th.~t tic~p~enc! --pl-c~iicrion crror c~~rresp<)nds t ~ ,  J iirifi c~t !: 
us/l~our = 2.1 k : ~ ~ h o ~ ~ r  in chc dc!~.v-~~~~c:i:c:iori c ~ o r ;  ,>I c L-<>;~ITLCS>.TC:~ :::I, 

rh.lt drin in criiisrrucring :hi\ f i~u r r  Thi.  i.irgc in.~yc. :r h , i t ! :~ :  i . 
s u p r r p c s i r ~ ) ~  (it '  rh: e~gvt ~nd:\.iili:~I tr::ncs. I.;hc.!s ,!I: :kc 4drs ot ti:.:.: 

. .  . 
i>l;.ec. il;(licc;,, :):r ~-,.;lec IV.:., , , r .  ~Crl-,(. ....i,;. ; ,.. , . - , . - I -  r ) :  7 x 1 :  ! ! \ - S > I . ! , :  

:7:1:!?. 



less than one half its size. Therefore the hypothesis that 1986 DA is 
; chondritic seems untenable, independent of the S NEAs' neteor- 
::ic kinship. 

On the other hand, if 1986 DA is a relatively regolith-free, 
::on-meteorite analog, then we can easily understand its albedo 
!:ring much higher than typical S NEA albedos as long as S N E h  
Fossess a significant regolith or are ordinary chondritic, or bo.th. We 
rrject the possibility that most S NEAs are regolith-free stony irons 
becaiise most S NEA albedos are comparable to or smaller than 

! those of so clan7 ob!ects that either are identified with intrinsically 
unreflective 1ne:eorites /C  NEAs), or are likely to possess substantial 
regoliths (S LMBA~), or both (C MBAs) (25). 

Implications. The evidence that 1986 DA is metallic seems 
persuasive. How might this asteroid be "genetically" related to iron 

i meteorites? Most irons are probably fragments of large cores of 

parent asteroids that melted, differentiated, cooled, and solidified 
during the first billion years of the solar system and that subsequent- 
ly suffered collisional disruption (26, 27). A meteorite's cosmic ray 
exposure (CRE) age marks the time when it was last shielded, by a 
meter or so of material, from energetic cosmic rays (26, 28). Most 
CRE ages reported for irons are between 200 and 1000 million 
years (My), comparable to the typical dynamical lifetime of an object 
in a Mars-crossing orbit, whereas only a few percent of those ages 
are as short as an Earth-crossing asteroid's typical lifetime of -30 
My (2). Any meteorites that originated as impact ejecta from 
1986 DA may or may not have been launched before the asteroid 
evolved into an Earth-crossing orbit. The set of plausible CRE ages 
for such meteorites therefore includes virtually any value up to 
several billion years. Of course, 1986 DA might share the parentage 
of some meteorites or part of their dynamical history without ever 

Table 3. Mineralogical and meteoritical associations of asteroid classes in chondrites are an order of magnitude more abundant than very low iron 
T.lble 2. Meteorite analogs are from Lipschuu pt al .  (6j. Typical densities (LL) and ensratite (E) chondrites. The extremely rare Q asteroids might be 

I ~ i i  approximate abundances of metallics (native metals and metal suffides) analogous to ordinary chondritcs (4). Abbreviations: wt, weight; and vol, 
arc from tables 2.1 and 4.1 of Dodd (36), table 24 of Buchwald (37), table volume. 
2 ~f Keil (38), and table 4.6 of Glass (39). High-iron (H) and low-iron (L) 
-.-. 

Meteorite properties 

Possible meteorite analogs Bulk Percent abundance of 
density metallics 

(g ~ m - ~ )  
- (wt) (~01) 

M asteroids 
Irons 7.6 97 97 
Enstatite chondrites 3.6 3 2 19 

Stony irons 4.9 5 0 30 
3:irtal + olivine + pyroxene Ordinary chondrites 

H 3.6 24 12 
L 3.5 14 8 
LL 3.5 2 1 

Hydrated silicates Carbonaceous chondrites (CI1 and Ch42) 2.6 1 I 6 + carbon-organics-opaques 

C . 7 - v ,  i- - 
S 

0 rn 
19 

NEF 

0.1 - @@) 0 " ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
GW t9a2.W 

, l / , I l  

0.7 , 

STONY 
0.6 - IRONS c 

.d 0.5 - 0.8 - 
CHONDRITES 

0.4 - 
i = 0.3 - 
3 2 0.2 - 

0.1 - OUE 

3.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3 
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION RATIO 

(P ,  - SClOc) 
u 

I 0.0 - 30% 40% 50% 60% 

Fig. 4. Asteroid radar albedo versus (A) eircular polarization ratio and (8) POROSITY 
diameter. The values plotted in (A) and (B) are listed in Table 2. In (A) small volume concentrations V of metal panicles in a silicate matrix can 
''SMBA" and "CMBA" indicate mean values for seven S MBAs and nine C increase R above the value for V = 0 by an amount that depends on the 
M B L .  (C) Reflection coefficient for meteorite types (Table 3). For dry, electrical properties of each phase, the metal panicles' dimensions and 
unconsolidated powders of meteoritic minerals, R depends primarily on bulk packing geometry, and V. Here the oval fields show ranges of R expected for 

d ,  and the curves show predictions of R(d) based on the average of several meteorite types on che basis of laboratory investigations (42) of 
three empirically determined fimctions (24, 40) over the range of lunar-soil "loaded dielectrics." Cross-hatched fields show measurements of R for six 
Porosities (41). These curves probably are reliable to 1 2 5  percent. For solids, meteorite specimens (22). 
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having contributed any of its own ejecta to  our meteorite sample 
~al l i im-germanium abundances in irons define groups that might 
share a common parent body, and -40 percent of iron meteorites 
belong to two groups, IIIAB and IVA, each of whose CRE ages are 
narrowly clustered around a specific age (650 and 400 My, respec- 
tively) thought to  correspond t o  major disruptions of these two 
groups' parent bodies (26, 29). Does 1986 DA share one of these - - -  
groups' parentage? O r  is it associatcd with onc of the groups (such 

- - 

as L&)- whosh CRE ages indicate involvement in at least four 
collisions between 100 and 1200 M v  ago? The nlany diverse , u 

possibilities seem indistinguishable at present. Analysis of sanlples 
returned from 1986 DA's surface by spacecraft would elucidate this 
asteroid's history and its mctcoritic kinship. 
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